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Medical image analysis is a very popular research area these days in which digital images are analyzed
for the diagnosis and screening of different medical problems. Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is an eye disease
caused by the increase of insulin in blood and may cause blindness. An automated system for early de-
tection of DR can save a patient’s vision and can also help the ophthalmologists in screening of DR. The
background or nonproliferative DR contains four types of lesions, i.e., microaneurysms, hemorrhages,
hard exudates, and soft exudates. This paper presents a method for detection and classification of
exudates in colored retinal images. We present a novel technique that uses filter banks to extract
the candidate regions for possible exudates. It eliminates the spurious exudate regions by removing
the optic disc region. Then it applies a Bayesian classifier as a combination of Gaussian functions to
detect exudate and nonexudate regions. The proposed system is evaluated and tested on publicly avail-
able retinal image databases using performance parameters such as sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy.
We further compare our system with already proposed and published methods to show the validity of the
proposed system. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 100.0100, 100.5010, 100.2960, 100.2980.

1. Introduction

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a common eye disease
that is caused due to increase of insulin in blood.
It is one of the leading causes of blindness in indus-
trialized countries [1]. DR is a progressive disease,
but early detection and diagnosis of DR can save vi-
sion. Recent studies have shown that one out of five
patients with newly discovered type II diabetes has
DR at the time of diagnosis, whereas in the first five
years after diagnosis of type I diabetes, DR almost
never occurs [2].

The common symptoms of DR are blurred vision,
floaters and flashes, and sudden loss of vision [2].
A healthy retina consists of different components:
blood vessels, fovea, macula, and optic disc (OD)
[3]. DR is broadly divided into two stages, i.e.,

nonproliferative DR (NPDR) and proliferative DR
(PDR) [1]. NPDR, also known as background DR,
contains the early signs of DR such as microaneur-
ysms, hemorrhages, hard exudates, and soft exu-
dates. PDR is the advance stage of DR, and new
abnormal blood vessels appear in retina called neo-
vascularization (NV). These new vessels can appear
inside the OD or anywhere in the retina, known as
NV in disc and NV elsewhere, respectively [1].

DR is a progressive disease in which diabetes
weakens the blood vessel boundaries and causes the
leakage of blood into the retina. Microaneurysms and
dot hemorrhages are the first signs of DR, which ap-
pear in retina due to tiny leaks. They appear as tiny
red spots and also known as red or dark lesions [3]. If
the blood leakage contains fats and proteins along
with water, they cause yellow spots known as hard
exudates. In addition to this, small and thin blood
vessels may close off, causing some patches of retina
deprived of blood supply. These small fluffy white
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patches in the retina are called cotton wool spots or
soft exudates [4]. Hard and soft exudates are also
known as bright lesions. The appearance of exudate
on the fundus surface decreases the vision, but if the
accumulation of fats and proteins is in the central re-
gion of retina, this can lead to total blindness. This is
known as macular edema, and it is the most threa-
tening sign as it can significantly reduce vision [4].
Figure 1 shows the healthy retinal image and image
with exudates.

The diagnosis and treatment of DR need examina-
tion of retinal images, and it is difficult for ophthal-
mologists due to mass screening. Computer-aided
diagnostic systems for detection of DR can help phy-
sicians [5]. Automatic assessment for bright lesions
of the retina requires the precise localization and
segmentation of the OD from the retinal image so
that suitable lesion extraction and processing may
be performed. Several methods have been developed
for bright lesions and OD segmentation, but visual
inspection and evaluation by receiver operating char-
acteristic analysis have shown that there is still room
for improvement: human observers are significantly
more accurate than the methods, which show flaws
around the OD [6].

A number of automated systems for retinal image
enhancement, component segmentation, and lesion
detection have been proposed. A standard contrast
stretching technique was applied by [5] for fundus
image enhancement and noise reduction. Local and
adaptive contrast enhancement techniques are used
in [6–8] for equalizing uneven illumination in the in-
tensity channel of retinal images as a preprocessing
step. The OD generally appears as a bright circular
or elliptic region on the fundus image, and it helps in
detection of bright lesions. Any change in the shape,
color, or depth of the OD is an indicator of various
ophthalmic pathologies. Reza et al. [9] presented a
fixed and variable threshold-based method for OD
and exudate detection. Another system based on
marker-controlled watershed transformation for OD
and exudate segmentation was proposed by the same
author [10]. In [11], an approximate location of the
OD is estimated by searching for regions of high in-
tensity, diversity of gradient directions and conver-
gence of blood vessels. A method based on highest

local variance was used by Sinthanayothin et al.
[12] to locate the position of the OD. Hoover and
Goldbaum [13] utilized the geometric relationship
between the OD and main blood vessels and used
a fuzzy voting mechanism to find the location of
the OD.

Sopharak et al. [14], [15] have used morphological
reconstruction, fuzzyCmean (FCM), and support vec-
tor machines (SVMs) for exudate detection. The fea-
ture set consisted of cluster size, cluster intensity,
number of edge pixels, neighborhood intensity, and
difference of Gaussian. Osareh et al. [16] used a de-
tailed feature set consisting of color, shape, size,
and texture for exudate classification. They used a
multilayer neural network classifier for this purpose.
In [17] candidate regions for exudates were extracted
using morphological closing of the luminance chan-
nel, local standard variation in a sliding window,
and watershed transform. Wang et al. [18] proposed
a system that combines a brightness adjustment pro-
cedure with a statistical classification method and
local-window-based verification strategy for exudate
detection. Another FCM-based method for OD and
exudate detection was proposed by Yazid et al. [19].
Their systemused theapplications ofFCMclustering,
edge detection, Otsu thresholding, and inverse sur-
face thresholding for this purpose. Acharya et al. [20]
presented a higher-order spectra and SVM-based sys-
tem for NPDR and PDR detection. They classified all
three stages of NPDR with accuracies of 90%, 85%,
and 70% for mild, moderate, and severe NPDR, re-
spectively. A computer-aided system for classification
of all NPDR lesions was proposed in [21]. They were
able to identify dark lesions, hard exudates, and cot-
ton wool spots with an accuracy of 82.6%, 82.6%, and
88.3%, respectively.AkramandKhan [22] presenteda
method for dark and bright lesion detection using a
hybrid fuzzy-based classifier.

In this article, we present an automated system for
detection of exudates in colored retinal images. It en-
hances the bright regions in an input retinal image
using contrast enhancement and filter banks. The
proposed method eliminates the false bright regions
using OD segmentation and formulates the feature
set for candidate exudate regions. A Gaussian mix-
ture model is used to classify the candidate region
as exudate and nonexudate. The proposed system
is tested on three publicly available databases,
i.e., STructured Analysis of the REtina (STARE),
DiaretDB0, and DiaretDB1, and compared with
already-published techniques.

This article consists of seven sections. Section 2
describes a brief overview of the proposed system
followed by preprocessing and contrast enhancement
in Section 3. Section 4 explains the candidate exu-
date region detection using the filter bank and elim-
inating the OD region. The feature set formation and
classification of exudate and nonexudate regions are
presented in Section 5. The results are presented in
Section 6, followed by conclusions in Section 7.

Fig. 1. (Color online) Retinal images: (a) healthy retinal image,
(b) retinal image with exudates.
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2. System Overview

Systems based on digital image processing and ma-
chine learning are playing a vital role in biomedical
research nowadays. Computer-aided diagnostic sys-
tems have brought new horizons in detection and
treatment of many common diseases [3]. Similarly,
analysis of digital retinal images is now being used
for the detection and diagnosis of DR. Figure 2 shows
a complete flow diagram for all phases of the pro-
posed system starting from image acquisition to
the classification of true exudate regions.

The proposed system uses image processing and
machine learning techniques for the detection of exu-
dates, a sign of DR, in retinal images. We divide the
proposed system into three phases, i.e., retinal image
acquisition and preprocessing, candidate exudate re-
gion detection and elimination of the OD, and finally
feature set formulation and classification of regions
as exudate and nonexudate regions. In candidate
exudate detection, it enhances the contrast of all
bright regions present in the retina and segments
out possible candidate regions that can be classified
as exudates. A Gaussian mixture model based on a

Bayes decision rule is used to identify exudate and
nonexudate pixels using a feature set of each region.

3. Preprocessing and Contrast Enhancement

The purpose of preprocessing and contrast enhance-
ment is to remove any false artifacts that occur
during retinal image acquisition process.

A. Preprocessing

Preprocessing is done to remove the background and
noise to enhance the quality of the input retinal im-
age. In a computer-aided diagnostic system, the pro-
cessing of the surrounding background and noisy
areas is not necessary and consumesmore processing
time at all stages. The accuracy and time consump-
tion can be improved by cropping out the background
and noisy regions from the image. Noise in a color
retinal image is normally due to noisy pixels and pix-
els whose colors are distorted cause of inadequate il-
lumination. Since illumination is usually adequate
in the center of the image, poor image quality regions
are located near the edge of the retinal image. Re-
gions with poor image quality may cause errors in
abnormality detection. That is why they should be
detected and removed before detection of abnormal-
ities. We used a mean- and variance-based method
for background estimation and hue, saturation, and
intensity channels for noise removal. The detailed
work of preprocessing the algorithm used in pro-
posed system is explained in our previous system
given in [23]. Figure 3 shows the output of preproces-
sing phase for an input retinal image.

B. Contrast Enhancement

Exudates, also known as bright lesions, appear as
bright spots and patches in the fundus image with
highest contrast in the green plane of the color image
[17]. Ophthalmologists have no difficulty in identify-
ing these lesions, but there are different factors, such
as variability of image clarity, variation in image
background texture, confusion with OD pixels, and
presence of other lesions, which make identification
difficult for automated systems.

An automated system for detection of exudates
should enhance the contrast of bright regions with
smoothing of dark regions. For exudate detection,
morphological closing is used to smooth dark regions

Fig. 2. Flow chart of proposed system.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Preprocessing: (a) original retinal colored
image, (b) preprocessing mask created using method defined
in [23].
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such as hemorrhages and blood vessels using
Eq. (1) [17]:

ϕ�sB�
f � min�max f �x� b��. (1)

Here f is the preprocessed colored image and b ∈ sB,
where sB represents the structuring element B with
size s. This gives us a smooth fundus region ϕf con-
taining bright regions only, but they need contrast
enhancement. The objective of contrast enhance-
ment is to improve the contrast of lesions for easy
detection using aw ×w sliding window with assump-
tion that w is large enough to contain a statistically
representative distribution of the local variation of
lesions [12].

g � 255
�Φw�ϕf � −Φw�ϕf min��

�Φw�ϕf max� −Φw�ϕf min��
; (2)

where Φw is the sigmoid function for a window
defined as

Φw�ϕf � �
�
1� exp

�
mw − f
σw

��
−1

(3)

and ϕf max and ϕf min are maximum and minimum in-
tensity value of smooth green channel image, respec-
tively. mw and σw are the mean and variance of
intensity values within the window, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the results of contrast enhancement.

4. Candidate Exudate Region Detection

The preprocessing and contrast enhancement stage
removes all artifacts and enhances the contrast of
bright lesions by suppressing and smoothing out all
dark and red components present in the retinal
image.

A. Filter Bank

The automated exudate detection method should
detect as many regions as it can in the candidate re-
gion detection phase. In our system, we used the
Gabor filter bank for detection of all possible bright
regions. Gabor filters are famous due to their fine fre-
quency tuning and orientation selectiveness. They
are appropriate for texture representation and

discrimination [24]. A Gabor filter is represented
by a Gaussian kernel function, which can model a
wide range of shapes depending upon values of its
parameters [24]. This property makes them suitable
for detection of exudates. Equation (4) describes the
filter bank used in proposed system:

GFB � 1�����
πr

p
σ
e
−1
2

h�
d1
σ

�
2

�
�

d2
σ

�
2
i
�d1�cos Ω� ι sin Ω��;

(4)

where σ, Ω, and r are the standard deviations of
Gaussian, spatial frequency, and aspect ratio, respec-
tively. θ is the orientation of filter, d1 � x cos θ�
y sin θ, and d2 � −x sin θ� y cos θ. The contrast-
enhanced image g is convolved with Gabor filter G
centered at location �s; t� to generate Gabor filter re-
sponse γ for selected values of σ, Ω, and θ, given in
Eq. (5) [24]:

γ�σ;Ω; θ� �
X
x

X
y

g�x; y�GFB�s − x; t − y; σ;Ω; θ; r�.

(5)

For considered frequency and scale values, the
maximum Gabor filter bank response Mγ�σ;Ω� is
computed using Eq. (6) for θ spanning from 45° up
to 180° at steps of 45°:

Mγ�σ;Ω� � max jγ�σ;Ω; θ�j. (6)

The binary candidate regions for exudates are ex-
tracted fromMγ by applying a low adaptive threshold
value T [25]. The threshold value is calculated such
that it should extract all possible candidate lesion re-
gions. Figure 5 shows the outputs of filter bank and
adaptive thresholding technique.

B. OD Segmentation

The OD generally appears as a bright circular or el-
liptic region on the fundus image, and its exclusion is
essential in achieving robust exudate detection. The
regions segmented by thresholding of the filter-bank-
based enhanced image also contain and OD region
and pixels due to their similarity with exudates.

Fig. 4. Contrast enchantment: (a) smoothing of red components
with mathematical morphological closing, (b) contrast-enhanced
bright regions.

Fig. 5. Bright region detection: (a) enhanced bright regions
using filter bank, (b) segmented bright regions using adaptive
thresholding.
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For accurate detection exudates, these false and
spurious pixels should be removed before the classi-
fication stage. The proposed system locates and seg-
ments the OD using image averaging and Hough
transformation, respectively. The detailed work for
OD segmentation is given in our previously proposed
system [26]. Figure 6 illustrates the segmentation
and removal of OD region.

5. Classification

The candidate exudate region detection phase ex-
tracts as many possible regions as it can for possible
exudates. The threshold value is deliberately kept
low so that not a single pixel containing exudate will
be missed at that stage. We remove the spurious
pixels or nonexudate regions in classification stage.

A. Feature Set Formulation

Exudates appear as bright yellow spots with variable
size and shape but they have strong and sharp edges.
The candidate exudate region extraction stage gives
all possible regions that can be considered as poten-
tial exudates. If a retinal image χ contains k potential
candidate regions, then the set representation for an
image χ is χ � fυ1; υ2; υ3; � � � ; υkg. For an automated
system to distinguish between exudate and nonexu-
date regions, a feature set is formed for each candi-
date region. Each object or candidate exudate region
is considered as sample for classification and repre-
sented by a feature vector containingm features; i.e.,
for a sample candidate region υ from an image χ, the
feature vector is υ � fx1; x2; x3; � � � ; xmg. The descrip-
tion of features we used for classification of exudate
and nonexudate regions are as follows:

Area (x1) is the count of number of pixels in candidate
exudate region and is defined as A � P

υi
1 sum of all

pixels in candidate region υi.
Compactness (x2) is the measure of shape defined as
C � p2 ∕ �4πA�, where p and A are the perimeter
length and area of candidate region, respectively.
Mean intensity (x3) is the mean intensity value of the
contrast-enhanced green channel for all pixels within
the candidate region.
Mean hue (x4), mean saturation (x5), and mean value
(x6) for each candidate region are calculated in order
to differentiate exudate and nonexudate regions on
the basis of their color properties.

Mean gradient magnitude (x7) for edge pixels is
computed to differentiate between strong and blurry
edges.
Entropy (x8) is the value of all pixels in the square
region including candidate region pixels and its
neighboring pixels.
Energy (x9) is calculated by summing the intensity
values of all pixels within the candidate region
and dividing it by total number of candidate region
pixels.

B. Gaussian Mixture Model

In candidate lesion detection, the threshold value for
lesion segmentation was deliberately kept low to en-
sure that as many lesions as possible would be de-
tected. The spurious candidates will be removed in
classification. In order to classify the candidate re-
gion as an exudate or nonexudate region, we use a
Bayesian classifier using Gaussian functions known
as the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [27].

We define two classes such as R1 �
fexudate regiong and R2 � fnonexudate regiong. A
supervised classification method is used for final
classification by dividing the data set into training
and testing subsets randomly. The classifier is
trained using the training data set with labeled le-
sions, and we used the Bayes decision rule to obtain
a decision rule based on estimates from the training
set. The Bayes decision rule is stated as [28]

chooseR1 if p�vjR1�P�R1� > p�vjR2�P�R2�;
otherwise chooseR2; (7)

where p�vjRi� is the class conditional probability den-
sity function (pdf), also known as likelihood, and
P�Ri� is the prior probability of class Ri, which is cal-
culated as the ratio of class Ri samples in the train-
ing set. The class conditional pdf of the feature vector
for different classes is computed using multivariate
Gaussian pdf [28]:

N�vjμ;Σ� � 1

�2π�m2 jΣj2 exp
�
−1
2

�v − μ�Σ−1�v − μ�
�
; (8)

where v and μ are the feature vector containing m
number of features and the mean vector containing
mean of each feature, respectively. Σ is a m ×m cov-
ariance matrix. In our case, m � 9. We model the
class conditional pdfs as a linear combination of
weighted Gaussian functions to represent the likeli-
hood of a GMM using Eq. (9):

p�vjRi� �
Xκi
j�1

N�vjμj;Σj�ωj; (9)

where κi is the number of Gaussian mixtures used for
Bayesian classification, p�vjRi� is an m-dimensional
Gaussian distribution of weight ωj, and Ri � fR1; R2g
are the two classes used in proposed system.

Fig. 6. Removal of OD region: (a) segmentedODusing [26], (b) can-
didate exudate regions after elimination of spurious OD region.
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Equations (8) and (9) show the likelihoods for a single
Gaussian distribution and the GMM, respectively.

The GMM characterizes as a classifier having a
halfway point between purely nonparametric and
parametric models. It provides fast testing at the cost
of a more expensive training phase. Although non-
parametric techniques do not enforce any constraints
on underlying data, they are still complex in compu-
tations. On the other hand, the GMM guarantees a
fast testing stage independent of the number of
training samples and depends only on the chosen
value of κ.

We apply expectationmaximization (EM) to search
for an optimal value of κ that optimizes the accuracy
of the GMM using different validation sets randomly
extracted from classified training data. The EM is an
iterative method that chooses the optimal value of κ
by finding the local maximum value of the GMM pdf
for training data. The EM finds such a value of κ for
which mixture of κ weighted Gaussians can repre-
sent the data accurately.

The proposed system uses the EM with supervised
leaning in which we use a priori knowledge to guide
the training process. This supervised estimation has
a benefit over unsupervised as in unsupervised; the
EM expects the availability of a large number of data
to estimate the parameters. EM learning for the
GMM includes learning of mixture weights ω and
parameters for different values of κ. It consists of
two steps, i.e., estimation and maximization. In the
first step, the EM estimates the probability of each
point and which Gaussian has generated it, and in
the second step, it modifies the parameters to max-
imize the likelihood of data.

The EM starts with initial values of parameters
�μ;Σ� and weight w for each Gaussian. In estimation
step, the EM computes the probability (PE) of each
point for each Gaussian using Eq. (10):

PE�n; j� �
wjN�υnjμj;Σj�P
κ
i�1 N�υnjμi;Σi�ωi

. (10)

Here PE�n; j� represents the probability that the nth
candidate region υn is generated from the jth Gaus-
sian. We do this for all κ Gaussians and candidate
regions. The second step is the maximization of like-
lihood by changing the parameters. The mean, covar-
iance matrix, and weight for jth Gaussian are
updated using estimated probabilities and are given
in Eqs. (11), (12), and (13), respectively:

μj �
1
ξj

XNTotal

n�1

PE�n; j�υn; (11)

Σj �
1
ξj

XNTotal

n�1

PE�n; j��υn − μj��υn − μj�T; (12)

ωj �
ξj

NTotal
; (13)

where ξj �
PNTotal

n�1 PE�n; j� and NTotal are the total
number candidate regions.

6. Experimental Results

A. Material

We use three standard retinal image databases,
which are publicly available for testing and evalua-
tion of DR screening and diagnostic algorithms. The
first data set is named STARE, which is developed by
Hoover and Goldbaum for analysis of vascular struc-
ture [13]. It consists of retinal images with a resolu-
tion of 700 × 605 acquired using a TopCon TRV-50
fundus camera.

For more evaluation and comparison purposes, two
more databases named DiaretDB0 [29] and Dia-
retDB1 [30] are used. DiaretDB0 contains 130 ret-
inal images, of which 20 are normal; 110 contain
different lesions of DR. DiaretDB1 consists of 89
images, of which only 5 are normal; others contain
different lesions. These two databases contain
images with resolution of 1500 × 1152 and of differ-
ent qualities in terms of noise and illumination.

Two trained human graders created ground truths
of manually labeled exudate regions for these data-
bases, and we used them for evaluation purposes.
Human graders marked 87 regions as exudates
in STARE images and 710 and 571 regions in
DiaretDB0 and DiaretDB1, respectively. We divided
the manually labeled regions into two equal data
sets, i.e. training and testing data sets. Figures 7
and 8 show the segmented exudate regions, using
the proposed method, for DiaretDB and STARE
databases, respectively.

B. Results

In this section, we provide a quantitative evaluation
and comparison of the proposed system for exudate
detection. We also demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach using the GMM to enhance
the classification accuracy of exudates. We divided
the databases into three sets of training and testing,
containing regions from STARE, DiaretDB0, and
DiaretDB1, respectively. Feature vector representa-
tion of regions from training data is generated as spe-
cified in Section 5 and is used to generate models
required by the GMM to formulate a decision rule.

The performance of the proposed system is mea-
sured using sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value (PPV), and accuracy as figures of merit. Sensi-
tivity is a true positive rate, and specificity is a true
negative rate. These parameters are calculated using
Eqs. (14), (15), (16), and (17), respectively:

sensitivity � TP

�TP � FN�
; (14)

specificity � TN

�TN � FP�
; (15)
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PPV � TP

�TP � FP�
; (16)

accuracy � �TP � TN�
�TP � TN � FP � FN�

; (17)

where

• TP are true positives, meaning exudate regions
are correctly classified.
• TN are true negatives, meaning nonexudate

regions are correctly classified.
• FP are false positives, meaning nonexudate

regions are wrongly classified as exudate regions.
• FN are false negatives, meaning exudate re-

gions are wrongly classified as nonexudate regions.

The experiments are performed by varying the
number of Gaussian mixtures in the training
phase for modeling of likelihoods and checking the
corresponding accuracies. The performance of the
proposed system is measured using the above-
mentioned parameters and summarized in Table 1.
The values for Tp, TN , Fp, and FN are calculated
for the proposed system by comparing the test results
with manually labeled ground truth data.

It is clear from the table that the proposed method
has the best results for the DiaretDB1 database and
the worst for the STARE database, the reasons being
that the DIARETDB databases contain more train-
ing samples as compared to STARE and that there
is much difference in the resolution and intensity
variation of the DIARETDB and STARE databases.
The training of the GMM has more contributions

Fig. 7. (Color online) Exudate detection results for proposed method using three images from the DiaretDb0 and DiaretDB1 databases:
(top) input retinal images, (bottom) detected exudates highlighted with blue color on the image.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Exudate detection results for proposed method using three images from the STARE database: (top) input retinal
images, (bottom) detected exudates highlighted with blue color on the image.
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from DIARETDB, so their performance is high as
compared to STARE.

For performance comparisons, we present the va-
lues of sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and accuracies of
the methods of Sinthanayothin et al. [12], Wang et al.
[18], Walter et al. [17], Reza et al.[9], Osareh et al.
[16], Yazid et al. [19], and Akram and Khan [22].
Table 2 shows the performance comparison of the
proposed method (PM) with these methods.

It is also demonstrated from Table 2 that the per-
formance of the GMM increases as we increase the
number of mixtures κ. It is important to note that
the training process for the GMMs is computation-
ally more expensive as we increase the value of κ,
but it can be done offline. There was a little bit of im-
provement in the performance for κ > 12 as com-
pared to training time because the GMM has a
computation complexity of O�n � κ�, where n is num-
ber of classes. So we have calculated all the perfor-
mance parameters for κ � 12.

The STARE database has been used by a number
of authors to represent the performance of exudate
detection; that is why we perform separate compar-
ison results for the STARE database only with re-
cently published methods such as Reza et al. [10]
and Yazid et al. [19]. Table 3 shows the performance
comparison of exudate segmentation for the STARE
database in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and
PPV. The table shows that the proposed system

outperforms others especially in terms of PPV. This
improvement is supported by accurate lesion detec-
tion stage and causing lower number of false posi-
tives due to removal of spurious regions, especially
OD pixels. Another reason for improvement is
the use of a detailed feature set and classifier for
detection of exudates, which are not used by the
above-mentioned authors.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

In this article, we presented amethod for exudate de-
tection in a colored retinal image. The proposed sys-
tem consisted of three phases: preprocessing and
image enhancement, candidate exudate region detec-
tion, and feature set formulation and classification.
The bright regions are enhanced and a segmented
using filter bank and adaptive thresholding, but they
contained spurious regions, which we eliminated by
removing the OD pixels.

The feature set for each candidate region is formed
using different properties of exudates such as color,
shape, and statistics. To improve the accuracy of exu-
date detection, we further implemented a Bayesian
classifier as a linear combination of GMMs. The clas-
sifier divides the regions into two classes: exudate
and nonexudate regions. We used GMMs as they re-
present a halfway between parametric and pure non-
parametric models, providing a fast classification
stage. The GMM requires a computationally exten-
sive training phase using EM, but this can be traded
off with fast classification stage and high accuracies.

We have used sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and ac-
curacy parameters for evaluation purposes. The pro-
posed system achieved values of 96.36%, 98.25%,
97.45%, and 97.59% for sensitivity, specificity, PPV,
and accuracy, respectively, which are better than re-
cently published methods. It is clear from the com-
parison that the proposed system has detected the

Table 1. Performance Evaluation of Proposed Method

Database Tp TN Fp FN Sensitivity Specificity PPV Accuracy

STARE 43 50 2 1 97.72 96.15 96.9 95.56
DiaretDB0 357 548 9 24 93.7 98.38 97.54 96.48
DiaretDB1 288 357 6 1 99.65 98.35 97.96 98.92
Combined 688 955 17 26 96.36 98.25 97.45 97.59

Table 2. Performance Comparison of Exudate Segmentation

Method Sensitivity Specificity PPV Accuracy

Sinthanayothin et al. [12] 88.5 99.7 — —

Wang et al. [18] — 70 — 100
Walter et al. [17] 92.74 100 92.39 —

Reza et al. [9] 96.7 100 94.9 —

Osareh et al. [16] 93 94.1 — 93.4
Yazid et al. [19] 94.25 99.2 78.65 —

Akram and Khan [22] — — — 94.73
PM κ � 3 92.45 93.72 93.04 93.87
PM κ � 10 95.27 97.68 96.91 96.89
PM κ � 12 96.36 98.25 97.45 97.59
PM κ � 18 96.59 98.75 97.79 98.02

Table 3. Performance Comparison of Exudate Segmentation for
STARE Database

Method Sensitivity Specificity PPV

Reza et al. [10] 63.6 98.6 79
Yazid et al. [19] 97.8 99 83.3
PM 97.72 96.15 95.56
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exudates with good accuracy and has outperformed
previously proposed systems.

The performance is improved using the PM due to
our emphasis on every stage of the system, for exam-
ple the removal of OD pixels to reduce the number of
false regions, use of sound feature sets with the help
of good descriptors, and finally a reliable GMM-based
classifier. The results demonstrated that the pro-
posed system can be used in a computer-aided diag-
nostic system for DR as it identified and detected
exudates with high accuracies.
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